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‘It’s just a very male industry’: gender and work in UK design agencies

The article focuses upon gender divisions of labour in the UK design sector as a means of highlighting a relatively understudied segment of the creative industries. Drawing upon a wider study of design consultancy firms across London, Birmingham, Manchester and Newcastle, it considers how configurations of gender division are bound up with everyday representations of design labour. The article reveals how associations between craft, skill and masculinity appear and are reinforced in design practice. It also points to the ways in which design work is valorised within and through constructed geographies of difference between London and the regions, emphasising that hegemonic masculinities are reinforced and reproduced in reference to understandings of activities in place.
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Introduction

Design as an industry and as a profession remains a relatively understudied segment of the creative and cultural industries. Through design, the creative process is registered via the production of objects, images, packaging or interiors: design ‘bridges the concerns of aesthetics, manufacturing, purchasing and use… in complex ways’ (Sparke 2009, 10). This cross-cutting of art, aesthetics and commerce places distinctive demands upon designers, requiring that workers display and develop an array of skills associated with artistry, creativity, and craft as well as managing relationships with those who procure design expertise, either within the context of an ‘in-house’ design team or by clients contracting for design services. It should be obvious that acknowledging socio-cultural constructions of skill, craft and creativity is fundamental to understanding the working lives of designers, and that it is vital to attend to the power relations that create sharp patterns of labour market exclusion and division in the design sector. Marginalisation is constructed through cross-cutting dynamics of sexism, racism
and discrimination by age and sexuality: the UK design profession remains
distinctively white and male-dominated (Design Council 2005, 2009; Allen 2013). At
the same time, gendered norms in the design industry appear almost taken for granted,
not least by those who work within it. A female interviewee working for a London
design consultancy firm, for example, shrugged her shoulders as she reflected: ‘it’s just
a very male industry’.

The aim of this article is to understand the specific ways in which naturalised
gender inequalities in design emerge and are reinforced, drawing upon a broader UK-
based study of design agencies, or design consultancy firms, within London and three
regional cities, Birmingham, Manchester and Newcastle. The study sought to capture
the diversity of the sector, encompassing graphic design and branding as well as
exhibition, interior and product design.1 I begin by drawing together important points of
feminist critique in order to challenge continued silences about gendered power
relations in design and the creative industries; and to contest accounts that assume
gender-neutral, generic subjects, practices and social relations. Following an overview
of the wider project on UK consultancy firms, my discussion explores everyday
understandings of design labour. The article then investigates distinctive constructions
of design as a form of craft, requiring specifically valued skills; and finally reflects upon
the ways in which hegemonic masculinity—that is, a form of masculinity which is
‘most highly valued, legitimated, and respected in society’ and which works to
‘disempower women and to subordinate other men’ (Bain 2009, 486)—is reproduced
within and through the spaces and places of the UK design sector.

Understanding gender divisions in design
Given the distinctive nature of design, foregrounding the ways in which division and
exclusion operate demands a careful assemblage of critique across an array of
disciplinary and sub-disciplinary areas. Three key points of engagement are necessary for a developed feminist perspective on design. First, critical accounts of creative work and creative labour emerging from feminist sociology and cultural economy draw attention to workers themselves, rather than a potentially disembodied ‘creative class’ that has been the focus of much discussion. Such foregrounding not only of labour market insecurity, low levels of pay, a lack of career progression and pay (Oakley 2006; McRobbie 2002, 2009; Gill 2002, 2009, 2010; Ross 2008) but also clear patterns of gendered, racialised and classed inequality (Parker 2008; Negrey and Rausch 2009; Comunian et al., 2010; Leslie and Catungal 2011) stands in sharp contrast to a dominant geographical literature which has conceptually disregarded labour market exclusions. Despite the fact that advertising, design and architecture (for example) remain highly male-dominated sectors, they often continue to be evaluated using theoretical frameworks that rest upon gender-neutral understandings of learning, knowledge creation/exchange and indeed social interaction.²

Second, feminist challenges to a prevailing body of work within economic geography on innovation, entrepreneurship and networks are crucial to illuminate gendered power relations in design. Design often has been viewed as a key source of innovation (Vinodrai et al. 2007; Vinodrai 2013; Leavy 2010), potentially promoting the competitive advantage of nations, cities or regions (Bell and Jayne 2003; Bakhshi et al. 2008). Design also can be cast as entrepreneurial, in the sense that a large share of activity takes place within relatively small design consultancy firms operating across competitive environments of relatively rapid growth, dissolution and re-formation.

Analysts of innovation have emphasised its assemblage across a range of sites and spatial scales rather than being located solely within firms or individuals; and have foregrounded the importance of relational networks (Bunnell and Coe 2001; Amin and
Cohendet 2004; Grabher and Ibert 2006). However despite the potential for attention to the socio-economic context of knowledge flows and exchange, dominant accounts have paid scant attention to gendered power relations within and across networks. As James (2014, 2) has emphasised, assessments of knowledge transfer among highly qualified workers, for example, commonly assume a genderless employee: ‘workers’ either have been viewed as generic and/or more general claims have been made on the basis of studies of male workers alone. Similarly, the subjects of entrepreneurship and innovation often are presented as largely gender-neutral (Blake and Hanson 2005; Hanson and Blake 2009; Ranga and Etzkowitz 2010). Such (mis)understandings make it difficult to foreground the sharp patterns of labour market exclusion and division (Oakley 2006: 265) that emerge as a result of unequal access to the social networks which commonly determine entry into and advancement within design.

Third, feminist work on creativity, design and craft assists in unpicking the ways in which design as a practice has been—and often continues to be—imbued with particular social constructions of masculinity (Bruce 1985; Lewis and Bruce 1989; Bruce and Lewis 1990; Allen 2013). Design skills often are naturalised; and in arenas where bodily ability is perceived to form a central part of skill, the potential aptitude of different bodies can be evaluated unequally. For example in product design, the capacity to construct a physical prototype, to manipulate materials or even to use a hammer is often coded as essentially masculine, and a stereotyped separation of gender boundaries emerges (Clegg and Mayfield 1999). Further, as Parker (2008, 218) has emphasised, ‘qualities such as creativity and talent are socially constructed characteristics often associated with privileged masculinity.’ Attention to gender divisions is vital in order to understand the valorisation of certain types of knowledge and skill. It is highly ironic, for example, that conceptualisation of a mechanism such as
tacit knowledge—which implicitly involves doing or being there (Gertler 2003)—is so effectively disembodied when a worker’s gender is overlooked (see James 2014, 3). We need to reflect further upon how the idea of tacit knowledge itself—particularly to when it is associated with certain types of manual skill—may be implicitly coded as male.3

Design workplaces are distinctive in that they are strongly infused with masculinist assumptions bound up with ideas of ‘craft’, ‘skill’, and ‘creativity’. The consistent connections between masculinity and craft as yet remain relatively understudied—despite implicitly gendered understandings of ‘the craftsman’ (Sennett 2009; Frayling 2011).4 Although artisanal craft skills (see Herzfeld 2003; Yanagisako 2002) might be seen to derive from innate ability or inherent bodily proficiency—and most commonly masculine/feminine dualisms are evoked—the gender coding of technical competences in design also has emerged at different points in history through everyday practices of exclusion (Callen 1980; Bruce 1985; Clegg and Mayfield 1999).

The research: the UK design sector

The wider research on which this article is based was carried out between 2005 and 2008 in London and three regional cities (Birmingham, Manchester and Newcastle) and involved 100 interviewees in 98 firms (two were joint interviews). Design firms were selected for interview in a stratified way to capture processes across a range of agency sizes and design specialisations: ultimately, firm type was prioritised over, for example, the age, gender or ethnicity of respondents.5 A central focus was to survey the relationship between London and secondary regional centres, including a consideration of the capacities for design firms outside London to attract new clients, to thrive; and to maintain profit margins. The capital retains a significant share of all design businesses (including consultancies, in-house teams and freelancers); and the largest, longest-
established and most globally-oriented firms are located in London (Design Council, 2005).

Because of the broader project’s interest in firms and firm architectures, senior managers or directors were targeted for interview. Not surprisingly, this group was predominantly male: of 100 respondents, only 16 were women. Whilst the wider research thus prioritised the voices of a particular segment of the design labour force, a feminist analysis of this material does provide an opportunity to illuminate at least some of the ways in which masculinist power structures feed through to create sharp gender divisions in design.

Secondary data sources reveal considerable evidence of gender divisions in design. The Design Council (2005, 10) reported that 61% of designers and 79% of freelancers were men, whilst a follow-up study recorded that 60% of designers were male (Design Council 2010, 3). Gender imbalances are more substantial when design career trajectories are considered. Labour Force Survey data analysed by the Design Council (2005), for example, excludes design directors and managers—levels at which men predominate. A 2007 survey recorded that across all age groups 56% of designers were male, but that 64% of designers over 35 were male (Billings 2007). Further, gender inequality can be stark between firms: the Design Council (2005) found that 46% of design consultancies were all-male.

Such visible patterns of gender inequality in design has shaped industry debate about ‘gender bias’ (Design Week 2006c) and an absence of female design directors (Design Week 2008; (see also Billings 2007; Design Week 2006a, 2006b). As a function of a broader paucity of national-level data on design (see also Reimer et al. 2008), salary statistics are virtually absent, with little information about gender divides. Industry surveys have noted that creative directors’ salaries typically are three times that
of ‘junior’ designers and managing directors close to five times (Richardson 2009) which in conjunction with the workplace hierarchy noted above, contributes to a gendered pay gap (see also Harvey and Blackwell 1999).7

Moving beyond the broad sectoral contours of gender division, the article now turns to examine some of the ways in which design consultancy interviewees articulated and rehearsed assumptions about gender. I then reflect upon presumptions about the skills and qualities of designers which derive from distinctive constructions of design as a craft. Finally, to the extent that practices of hegemonic masculinity (Connell and Messerschmidt 2005; Bain 2009) are evident within design, I consider how we might understand the operation of exclusionary structures and practices through space and place (Berg and Longhurst 2003; Hopkins and Noble 2009). I follow feminist scholars who have understood hegemonic masculinity as underpinned ‘through everyday social interactions’ (McDowell 2000, 396 in reference to Mac an Ghaill 1996; see also Sang et al. 2014).

**Everyday representations of design labour**

There is an enduring discourse in which the designer is normalised as male. Design ‘teams’ are referred to as ‘the guys’ and small firms as (for example) ‘three-man’ businesses. Typically agencies are set up by one or two designers—often titled ‘directors’ or ‘partners’—who own the firm and supervise the work of a small team of designers, in an arrangement not dissimilar to an artisanal workshop headed by a master craftsman. The sharp hierarchy of a small firm ‘workshop’ context, in which an owner/manager holds power and control, directly contributes to gender inequalities. Design jobs are conventionally advertised in the trade press as ‘junior,’ ‘middleweight’ and ‘senior’—with the gendered inference of the boxing analogy going entirely unremarked.
As a means of opening up discussions about design knowledge, as well as the labour force and recruitment, interviewees were asked ‘what makes a good designer?’ In response, ‘the designer’ repeatedly and routinely was gendered as male:

you can get the brightest guy in the world, but if he isn’t really interested or his attitude is not really focussed and he hasn’t got any ambition, then you’re not going to get out of him what you really need…. (managing director, male, Newcastle, product design)

The discussion implies that a senior manager’s role is to encourage development of personal ‘ambition’ as well as to extract (‘get out’) particular forms of labour from employees. The inferred power relations are resonant with historic forms of workshop organisation reliant on (characteristically male) authority over a younger apprentice.

In a London branding firm, the male chief executive implied that a ‘perfect’ designer would have developed experience and expertise under tutelage, but yet still remain part of a youthful scene:

My perfect employee designer would be 32 years old, just young enough that he’s still doing the scene, but old enough that he’s actually got the wisdom to interpret it, and do something really, really great.

Here age and gender intersect as the interviewee underscores the desirability of a distinctive form of youthful sociability amongst his workforce. The unreflective gendering of the designer, ‘he’, acts at least in part to characterise ‘the scene’ as a masculinised space.

Other interviewees explicitly emphasised the importance of (male) relationship in design. Interviewees commonly reported that client relationships were more important than inter-firm sociality, and a good designer was seen to be ‘one who thinks
about his customer and the audience (design manager, male, Birmingham, branding).

Crucially, however, the client also frequently was gendered as male:

I think a good designer’s one that can answer the brief. Not necessarily design what you personally think is fantastic but what the client thinks he wants… (co-director, male, Birmingham, interior design)

Expressed in this way, ‘understanding the client’ means understanding a male client and it is unquestioningly assumed that men will best be able to relate to other men. The development of rapport is seen to be important both to gaining new business, as a design firm initially ‘pitches’ to a new client for a piece of work; and also it is viewed as crucial during the progress of a project, when a designer (and the firm) must work to complete a brief to the satisfaction of the client.

Alongside discursive constructions of the designer as male, gender divisions of labour are reproduced through recruitment. Consultancies needing to meet tight deadlines expressed a desire to maintain a good ‘team atmosphere’ (operations director, male, London product design). Within conversations about how firms found suitable employees, the following was typical: ‘it’s a lot about the personality and the fit’ (managing director, male, Newcastle, branding and graphics). Ideas about ‘fit’ were not unconscious of gender, however. A London packaging design agency had a distinctive way of selecting employees, comparable to practices at elite male clubs:

I’ve really only had three people that I’ve had to get rid of and I think that’s because I’ve been meticulous. We have a blackballing arrangement, in other words, somebody’s going to join us… and Luke who joined us a while ago, he got white balls all down the line, get that boy in! (managing director, male)

Beyond the clubbable masculinity of the actual practice, the ways in which gender divisions emerge because employers recruit people ‘like themselves’ is key: ‘it is at this
stage that the particular characteristics and attributes sought in potential employees are made most clear’ (McDowell 1997, 117).

Masculinities at work in design can be manifest in a degree of combativeness, if, for example, individual ideas about the direction of a project differ. The business development manager of a Birmingham graphic design firm commented:

Because we respect each other on all sorts of levels, we are able to be quite confrontational. I mean… when men argue in business they sort the problem out and move. At the risk of sounding sexist, women will sometimes find it difficult to have that argument at work and not take it personally. And we’ve had some blazing rows here.

Close working relationships between colleagues have been described as a preponderance of ‘strong ties’: Sunley et al. (2011, 389) note that these ‘play a key role… within the agency as designers bounce ideas off one another in an intimate studio environment.’ Yet as the interview quotation above emphasises, interactions may be marked by particular forms of masculinity which go largely unrecognised in the generic conceptualisation of ‘strong ties.’

Everyday working practices within many creative industries can be seen to reproduce gender divides in the sense that women experiencing a ‘double shift’ at work and at home (Perrons 2003) face greater pressures and stress at work than do men—or indeed may be excluded from the labour force entirely (Gill 2002; Pratt and Jarvis 2006). A decline in numbers of women in the design workforce with age and an absence of women working in senior design management positions is often attributed to the impact of women’s childrearing responsibilities. Beyond a quantitative assessment of numbers of women leaving the design workforce altogether, or remaining at lower levels in the profession, however, it is important to consider how senior design managers themselves represented this situation. The director of a London graphics and
branding agency commented, for example: ‘I suppose with all small companies we just have to accept the women within the company will go away and have babies after a while’ (founder, male, London, branding and graphics). In discussion about a numerical gender imbalance in design, the male chief executive of a London branding agency suggested: ‘design businesses tend to be very small. Because they’re small they find it difficult to take on the liability of someone who may go off and have a baby.’ Although there is an awkward slippage between a gender-neutral ‘someone’ followed by a reference to the expected pregnancy of a female employee, the interviewee nonetheless unselfconsciously reproduced assumptions that maternity leave posed a fundamental problem for small firms, which made it entirely understandable to him that fewer women worked in design.  

Although there is an awkward slippage between a gender-neutral ‘someone’ followed by a reference to the expected pregnancy of a female employee, the interviewee nonetheless unselfconsciously reproduced assumptions that maternity leave posed a fundamental problem for small firms, which made it entirely understandable to him that fewer women worked in design.  

Emphasis on being part of the ‘team’ classically meant working long hours to make sure that jobs were completed. In response to the question ‘what makes a good designer?’ one interviewee stated:

Enthusiasm…. Initiative ermm, it’s always the design team that has to work late, it’s always them. So a willingness to work you know, it has to be what’s required you know and late hours and that kind of stuff (senior designer, Birmingham, exhibition design)

As Parker (2008, 209) notes, ‘cultures of ‘overwork’, ‘competition’ and masculinity’ are closely associated within creative fields. In design agencies, intensive working in order to maintain not only firm, but also individual competitiveness was cited:

I have to work very hard at it [design] and I don’t think there’s some kind of magic formula. […] we work very, very hard at it which sometimes is a bit of a killer… like I said before… there isn’t a magic formula about putting a page together. I could spend an hour on it and maybe if I stayed until 2:00 in the morning I could make it 10% better. So it’s like a craft, you just have to keep working at it. (creative director, male, London, graphic design)
As Sang et al (2014) have emphasised for architecture, long and unpredictable working hours viewed as a professional norm are one of the ways in which hegemonic masculinity is reinforced and reproduced. There are two elements to long hours cultures in design. First, there is an assumed requirement that creative work is all-encompassing. Workers must be obsessive or perfectionist in order to succeed, as implied in the quotation above (see Massey 1995). A second element within consultancies is an imperative to continually maintain or to develop new client relationships, which requires intensification in the workplace as well as ‘extensification’ beyond (Pratt and Jarvis 2006).

A small number of interviewees explicitly rejected dominant work cultures, expressing what Sang et al. (2014) have characterised as forms of non-compliance with practices of hegemonic masculinity:

We hang on to staff as well because we don’t work silly hours. A lot of design agencies have this sort of macho ‘My schedule’s bigger than yours’ sort of attitude to work. And if they haven’t done an all-nighter once a week, they don’t feel like they’re a designer any more (design director, male, Birmingham, branding and graphics).

This interviewee emphasised the positive effects on turnover achieved by moderating workload levels and employer expectations, whilst the design director of a London branding and graphics firm adopted fixed working hours of 9.30-6:00:

I mean on average I used to do 70 hours a week, you know, and that’s ****ing bonkers, that’s just silly and it’s probably about 5 years ago we decided to make a change and to insist that people went home earlier and financially it meant that we’d lost the profit, but actually from a company point of view, it’s much better. We haven’t got people looking like they’re half dead every day.
It may be that firms—such as the one above—which are longer-established and have stable client lists, have the resources to manage workflow in ways which do not require irregular and uneven working hours. However the explicit rejection of a long-hours culture also appears to recognise that the *performance* of overwork—that is, working long hours for the sake of demonstrating stamina and ‘competitiveness’—may in fact be counterproductive.

Other interviewees were reflective of how onerous working hours had negative impacts on their own family and personal life. The male interviewee who referred to female employees as presenting ‘a liability’ later suggested that long hours cultures had led to the breakup of his marriage and the loss of close contact with his children:

> I am struggling to hold this business together as it is. Demands. 60-80 hours a week. Every week for the last 18 months, and you know, I lost a marriage because of it, and losing all else to boot. But it’s like – what do you do? It’s all I can do in my life. [...] I am lucky to [have got] to the top, but my options are very limited.

The head of a London-based exhibition design firm had plans in the early 1990s to expand by acquiring a firm in Barcelona and setting up a studio in Singapore:

> but then a range of recessions came along... [...] And at the time I’d just had a young daughter born and looking back at it in hindsight, at which, if that had not come along, I am sure we would have achieved our goal, and I would have probably have seen very little of her for the first 5 or 6 years. I am pleased I did – er I am pleased it did fail in that respect.

Such comments may not necessarily challenge working norms at work in design, although they do reflect a level of acknowledgement of dominant practices. Whether or not there is potential for future change in the industry will depend in large part upon the how far new entrants to the design labour force are able to challenge existing patterns of discrimination. Although Nayak and Kehily’s (2008, 98) work emphasises that for
young school-age men and women, ‘ideas about gender learning are dynamically processed, contested and culturally re-imagined,’ Allen’s (2013) study of work placements is much less optimistic about the experiences of young women seeking careers in design.\textsuperscript{10}

**Masculinity, craft and design skill**

As feminist analyses of gender, technology and skill consistently have demonstrated, notions of ‘skill’ itself frequently are reworked to reward male workers (Cockburn 1983; McDowell 1991). Associations between technology and masculinity have been persistent; and within male-dominated sectors and professions, women’s technical expertise frequently is questioned (Sang et al. 2014; Ranga and Etzkowitz 2010; Nafus 2012). The gender coding of ‘skill’ is rarely unpacked: skill in waged labour is commonly represented generically, although there is significant evidence of its undervaluing when held by women. As Gill (2002, 82) reports, ‘inequalities persisted once women entered the field of new media, even when they had equivalent levels of IT skills to their male contemporaries.’

Banks and Milestone (2011, 81) have expressed this gendered devaluing of skill in new media as the allocation of women to secondary (non-creative) roles:

by and large women were only seen as being able to counterbalance male innovation and creativity by taking on supporting roles that befitted their ‘natural’ gender attributes. Male managers repeatedly denied that women possessed legitimate expertise in creative or technological production.

Whilst Jenson’s (1989) distinction between natural and innate feminine ‘talents’ versus acquired ‘skills’ (coded as masculine) is useful for understanding the undervaluing of women’s work, there is also a sense in which *creative skill* in design is itself constructed
as male. Although men are able to acquire technical competences via craft working or apprenticeship, they also are seen to possess instinctual capabilities for creativity.

Historically, men and women have been sorted into different types of design employment, with women predominating in interior design, for example, whilst product design—often seen to require ‘a particular sort of masculinity rooted in industrial tradition’—is male dominated (Clegg and Mayfield 1999, 9). A growing number of women have gained qualifications in graphic design, although in this sub-discipline associations between masculine artistry and aesthetic ability have had an exclusionary effect when female graduates seek to move into the design workforce. Allen’s (2013) account of women graphic design students on work placements, for example, revealed overwhelming experiences of being a body ‘out of place’ or as one which was ‘infiltrating’ or ‘contaminating’ a dominantly male environment. What Clegg and Mayfield refer to as the ‘stereotyped demarcation of gender boundaries’ in design relies on fixed associations: a student interviewee, for example, sought to emphasise interest in the structural and architectural knowledges required for interior design and refuted ‘feminine’ expertise in ‘soft furnishings’ (1999, 10).

There is a broadly held view that constructs design strongly as a craft. Despite significant technological developments, many interviewees made reference to and indeed celebrated the notion of ‘tradition’ and ‘craft’ skill, emphasising the need for designers to be able to draw freehand with a pen or pencil; to have a detailed grasp of typography; or to understand the mechanics of the printing process: ‘there’s not enough people who understand the basics, really’ (studio manager, male, Birmingham, graphic design). Product designers were concerned about new entrants being only being able to ‘think’ in two dimensions instead of three as a result of computer technologies. The male head of a Newcastle branding and communications company lamented a lack of
printing/typesetting knowledge: ‘you can put a job to press, coming back, it’s bloody awful and the client goes ‘I ain’t paying for that’ and you invariably find that students don’t understand print properly.’ This interviewee’s training had involved the physical experience of printing, mixing colours and setting out type: in his view it was important to know ‘what printers do, all the guys who are the printers.’

This valorisation of learning ‘traditional’—and notably in the case of typesetting and printing strongly masculinised—craft skills potentially acts to reinforce hegemonic masculinity, particularly in combination with the repeated normalisation of ‘the designer’ as male. However there is also a sense in which forms of intuitive, un-taught creativity are viewed as masculine. The male director of a branding and communications firm in Newcastle delineated what he expected from new graduates:

I think they don’t necessarily have to be able to draw, but what they have to be aware of is, they have to have a... you kind of meet people who have an intuitive eye of things…it’s like a painter who puts something down and it looks nice because he has an eye for what looks aesthetic and its balance and its proportions and its colour and its position in the frame, looks nice, and I think designing something is exactly the same thing.

Ostensibly the new employee is represented as generic ‘people’, but requisite abilities are associated with the artistic and aesthetic skills of a male painter. The ‘he’ is not incidental: it reinforces social definitions of masculine creativity (Pollock 1983). Whilst few were as explicit as the interviewee who asserted: ‘I might piss you off saying this but I genuinely believe that men are better designers than women.’ (chief executive, male, London, branding), the ‘embedded gender norms and constructions of the ‘creative person’ as a masculine subject’ described by Allen (2013, 233) can be difficult for women to navigate.
Inferred geographies of labour market experience: hegemonic masculinity and regional divides in design

The penultimate section of the article reflects upon perceptions of emergent divisions between geographically different types of design labour market. My emphasis is upon what were seen to be divergent design labour market experiences in different parts of the UK. In conversations about staff turnover and career trajectories, a noteworthy narrative emerged which contrasted working patterns in the fast-paced capital city with what were considered to be less demanding ‘provincial’ settings. Sometimes this was expressed as workers wanting to move away from London for reasons of ‘lifestyle’ or ‘family responsibility’. At other times provincial settings were openly derided for producing lower calibre design work compared with London firms. This was explained either in the sense that non-London firms were ‘less competitive’ or was attributed to less exacting and/or less knowledgeable clients in ‘the regions’. Narratives registered an interesting disparity between what was coded as a highly masculine, competitive way of working in design in London; and experiences within less ‘strenuous’ environments. One London interviewee commented: ‘you don’t need to be quite so good if you’re in Newcastle’ (male, branding and graphics). As Hanson and Blake (2009, 138) have emphasised, both institutions and individuals (as employers) often conceive of gender difference in ‘stark, binary, essentialised terms,’ even as individual employees navigate much more fluid experiences of identity. The aim in this section is to foreground how gendered ideologies and norms which buttress ideas about hegemonic masculinity are crafted through reference to regional and spatial difference.11

The male director of a large London packaging design firm talked at length about different types of turnover at his agency. He reported that some employees started work in their early twenties and remained with the firm a long time. As employees
moved into their thirties, design workers ‘start[ed] to shake out into different groups.’

The first of these turned out to be women who had left the design profession:

...you know, quite a few of them start to think about families and children and particularly the women obviously that can mean you lose some of them, well we lose probably three out of four of the people who have children, so relatively few working mothers here.

Then: ‘you get quite a few lifestyle choices for the other lot [i.e. not mothers] and some of it is actually an anti-London effect.’ A combination of high housing costs, high living expenses and commuting pressures meant that ‘we lose some of them to the provincial design firms.’

Repeated references to ‘lifestyle’ might be seen to refer to what feminists would understand as the impact of life cycle changes, including starting a family. However there are a number of distinctive aspects to designers’ comments about ‘lifestyle choices’. First, the reference most frequently was to male designers who at a certain stage of their career, had moved both job and family outside of London. Secondly, there were often relatively strong implications—particularly when mention was made of the move to a ‘provincial’ or a ‘parochial’ setting—that a ‘lifestyle’ move involved a rejection of the ‘high-pressure’ world of design in London. ‘Lifestyle choices’ were effectively a trade-off of the ‘exciting’ for something slower and by implication easier.

The director of a large London branding agency contrasted design consultancy employment with working for an in-house design team. He suggested that employees who were ‘just not quite good enough’ for his firm had moved to ‘easier’ in-house design work for retailers, in which they (reportedly) worked 9-5, took ‘a proper hour for lunch […] and the pressure is considerably less, you know they do one project a fortnight whereas here they’ve got three on the go all the time.’ Initially the interviewee referred to the departure of male staff: ‘ultimately you have to be tough enough to say,
you know, I’m sorry son you’re not good enough to compete at this level in this organisation on this type of work’. However he later implied that the choice of an ‘easier lifestyle’ was taken up by women with children.

So it’s an easier lifestyle and you’ll find quite a lot of people who’ve got children, women with children will actively therefore accept the less stimulating environment because they are working for one organisation and to an extent they are kind of rolling it out. […] it’s a lifestyle choice really and often [retailers’] design studios aren’t based in London.

The pattern of ‘lifestyle choice’ is associated with a departure from (a valorised) hegemonic masculinity, as both male and female designers moving from a consultancy to a regional or ‘outside London’ in-house team are broadly disparaged for moving to a ‘less stimulating’ (read by the interviewee as less creative) environment.

In a discussion of the extent to which place might fuel possibilities for creativity, the male director of a large London product design firm commented:

I’ve got friends who live in Norwich, it’s just a different … they’re not even on the same planet frankly, how can they be? They read the newspapers and look at the mags and all the rest of it, but they’re not going to events and listening to things and they’re not going to the theatre, […] if they don’t come to London, you quickly become parochial.

At one level the interviewee suggests that the achieved success of his own (considerably sized) firm is possible only in London—and certainly there is evidence that client relationships may be most easily grown and sustained in London. However there is also a sense in which design work is seen to suffer from being ‘too far’ from the capital, in part because designers are not able to infuse themselves with London-based sources of creativity.¹²
One interviewee made a fascinating association between the busy, crowded atmosphere of London and an impetus for creativity:

when I was in Bath I found it unbelievably slow. And actually quite bad for my work ethic, and perhaps it’s because I’m a Londoner and I felt often very, very lethargic! […] it’s almost like the struggle in London, the difficulties kind of give you an impetus that you need in order to get things done, which is really weird. […] it’s a kind of struggle thing that makes you really – by the time you get to work [on crowded public transport] you’re like really geared up and you have to fight your way to work, and it has an effect on – and it worries me, it really worries me, because I think it is quite unpleasant need in a way (partner, female, London, graphic design).

This designer is disconcerted by the idea of seemingly needing a combative environment to sustain a burst of creative working—but at the same time reads the perceived slowness of Bath as a barrier to effective design practice.

At a broad level, the narratives I have highlighted act to essentialise a binary between a hegemonically (even heroically) masculine London in contrast to a regional imaginary connoted as an other-than-masculine space. Although discourses appear fixed and oppositional, it is important to register that interviewees actively produce these imaginations of particular places. Some of the strongest statements about the ‘stimulation’ provided by a competitive ‘London’ location in fact were made by interviewees based in suburban locations to the west of the capital, rather than stereotypically ‘buzzy’ environs of East London such as Hackney or Dalston. What is most significant is the representation of geographical difference through an imagined opposition between ‘London’ and ‘the regions.’ Attention to these inferred geographies provides a means to open up discussions about the ways in which practices of hegemonic masculinity have the potential to be filtered through space and place.
Conclusions
This article has focussed upon a distinctive form of creative labour—design—in order to explore the emergence and reinforcement of configurations of gender division in UK design consultancy firms. I have foregrounded how understandings of creativity, knowledge, innovation and craft may be presented in a gender-neutral guise but in fact often rest on assumptions about a distinctively masculine subject; and I have reflected upon the ways in which understandings of that masculine subject emerged in conversations with designers. Discussions typically resonated with Kelan’s study of information technology firms, in which employees struggled to ‘make sense of a masculine work environment,’ displaying frequent hesitation and punctuating statements with ‘I don’t know why…’ or ‘it’s just…’ (2007, 502). Ultimately, a ‘natural’ gender order is reinforced as respondents spoke about design employees, whether emphasising an anomalous gender-neutrality, or shifting quickly from characterisations of a generic worker to accounts of ‘the designer, he…’

The approach in this article also has been to uncover inequalities that as Gill (2014, 6) has argued ‘are neither accidental nor incidental but produced by the labouring conditions themselves’. Design masculinities are rehearsed through, for example, the normalisation of long and unpredictable hours; and via relationships developed in the work setting and with clients. The article has sought to reveal how associations between craft, skill and masculinity appear and are reinforced in design practice. Finally, I have pointed to the ways in which design work is valorised within and through inferred geographies of difference between London and the regions, emphasising that hegemonic masculinities are not established on the head of a pin but are rather reinforced and reproduced in reference to understandings of activities in place.
The synthesis offered in this article—drawing together feminist approaches to creative work and creative labour; perspectives on innovation and networks; and understandings of creativity, craft skill and masculinity—is vital in order to challenge continuing silences about gender and indeed to de-legitimise the exclusions generated in design. Three decades ago, Sayer and Morgan (1985, 167) voiced a sharp critique of understandings of regional development which prioritised the ‘relatively bloodless categories of aggregate statistics.’ Yet an analogous inattention to bodily corporeality remains within much writing on creativity, innovation, learning and networks. The dangers of overlooking gender division and exclusion are revealed starkly in Nafus’ (2012) account of open-source software development. In contrast to the citation of these particular ‘knowledge communities’ as providing possibilities for ‘openness’ or reflecting forms of democratic ‘co-creation’, Nafus (2012) reveals the entrenchment of deeply sexist social relations and practices, including misogynistic ‘flaming’.

Gill (2014, 1) has emphasised the subtle inscription of sexism in the creative workplace, including claims that gender inequality has been overcome. Amongst design interviewees, it was recurrently emphasised that gender divisions were ‘getting better’:

…of 16 people we’ve got 3 females in senior positions and 3 females in junior positions so it’s a fairly even balance and it’s what, 60/40, something like that which I think is quite reasonable’ (chief executive, male, London, branding and graphics).

The disavowal of structural power relations (Gill 2014, 3) is highly problematic, not least because of enduring configurations of exclusion in design. Writing close to twenty five years ago, Bruce and Lewis (1990, 120) challenged the overrepresentation of ‘white males with middle-class values’; and called for more evidence of ‘the barriers women face as designers.’ Beyond the illumination of barriers, however, this article has called for an explicit recognition of everyday representations of and assumptions about
design labour as well as for conceptual attentiveness to gender divisions in creative
labour, both of which contribute to making design ‘a very male industry.’
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Notes

1. Fashion, furniture and jewellery design are not discussed because they did not form part
of the research on which the article is based—they rarely take place within a
consultancy setting; are more closely entwined with their respective commodity
networks; and workforces are often engaged in the relatively different dynamic of
designer-making. On jewellery and craft, see Hughes (2011).

2. See, for example, Grabher (2001); Grabher (2004); Grabher and Ibert (2006);
Faulconbridge (2010); Cohendet et al. (2014).

3. Consider, for example, Strati’s (1999) account of roofing workers, which foregrounds
specific forms of bodily effort and dexterity without any reflection upon the cultural
coding of such skills as masculine—even as he refers repeatedly to ‘workmen.’

4. Sennett superficially registers craft skill as gender-neutral, writing that ‘we might think
that a good craftsman, be she a cook or a programmer…’; and exhorts the reader to
consider parenting as a craft (2009, 26 and 23). The implications of this gender-
neutrality, however, means that his analysis ultimately fails to acknowledge any forms
of gendered power dynamics. A celebration of the sociability of medieval guilds is
entirely without reference to potential gender divisions, even as it depicts the ‘face-to-
face authority’ of a male-dominated craft workshop setting (Sennett 2009, 246).

5. Given the qualitative nature of the research as well as an absence of a comprehensive
database of firms from which to select at random, the sample was not representative but
rather sought to include types of agencies that might be numerically small but of important conceptual interest, such as product design firms.

6. Only 6% of designers were ‘from minority ethnic groups’ (Design Council 2005, 10). Whilst the stark whiteness of the industry is not the central focus of this article, there is a need for further analysis of the ways in which spaces of design are naturalised or normalised as both white and male (see especially Puwar 2004).

7. Job titles are often inconsistent across the diversity of design agencies, but in general a creative director manages ‘junior’, ‘middleweight’ and ‘senior’ designers (see discussion in the following section), whilst a managing director oversees accounts, new business departments and artwork/design roles across the whole firm. In the 74% of firms employing fewer than 5 designers (Design Council 2010, 31), management roles significantly converge, leading to sharper disparities between ‘designer’ and ‘manager’ salaries.

8. Blackballing is a form of secret ballot in which a white ball signifies support of a candidate and a black ball constitutes rejection. Historically it has been used to admit members to gentlemen’s clubs or secret (male) societies such as the Freemasons. In the quotation, Luke is a pseudonym.

9. A counter-argument was presented by the female director of a London graphic design firm, who reacted strongly to this dominant attitude about maternity leave: ‘It’s not difficult really! Because it is something you can plan for. It’s all about how you deal with it.’

10. A longitudinal investigation of career trajectories for women in design, tracking career moves over time, would provide a fascinating window on possibilities and prospects for change.

11. It is also important to be cognisant of the potential for recurrent characterisations of the ‘strenuous’ and ‘competitive’ London working environment to map on to corresponding pay differentials. Whilst data limitations prevent a comprehensive analysis of this point, it seems that London design managers’ salaries are disproportionately larger: Richardson (2009) indicates that there is a 20-30% difference between London and ‘outside London’, whilst junior designers’ salaries differ by less than 7%.

12. Whilst there has been considerable work on relationships between place and creativity, I am most interested here in how interviewees’ narratives register assumptions about difference between London and ‘the regions’. That is, the very city which ‘becomes a critical input into the production process’ (Rantisi 2004, 92) is constituted at least in part through imaginations and representations of ‘London’ and not primarily through the direct registering of place-specific sources of ‘creativity’ (cf Drake 2003).
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